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ABSTRACT 

 
Now-a-days image encryption becomes more important. An image encryption has to be conduct earlier to  image 

compression using random error clustering approach. This deal with the problem of how to design a pair of image 

encryption and compression algorithms such that compressing the encrypted images can still be competently  

performed. In system provide a highly efficient image encryption-then-compression (ETC) system, where lossless 

Compressions are considered. The proposed image encryption scheme operated in the p rediction error domain 

which to provide a reasonably high level of security .An arithmetic coding-based approach which provides 

efficiently compression of the encrypted images. Compression approach applied to encrypted images is only 

somewhat inferior, in terms of compression efficiency, to the state-of-the-art lossless image coders, which take input 

as original images. 

 

Keywords: -Compression of encrypted image, encrypted domain signal processing, Clustering,Random 

Permutation. . 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
As the world has been totally digitized, an now-a-days the use of use of multimedia has also very increased. But 

with sudden increase in use of multimedia some important issue of securing the multimedia data has occurs. When 

we send the multimedia data over the network the some attacker problem is occurs. To avoid this problem we use 

the some security mechanism. In this public keys  of sender and receiver is known to both but private keys are kept 

secret. When we perform the encryption operation on image in that case attacker is unable to find the which data or 

Information is embedded in that image. Means  that the attack is not understand the actual data. Next we perform the 

compression operation in the encrypted image, so that the communication completed in the less time, and less space 

is required. We perform both operations  using the prediction error clustering and random permutation methods. In 

receiver side we use the decryption and decompression operation one by one, to find the original image receiver 

side. But in that case the receiver know the public key and secret key of encrypted data. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In Compression-then-Encryption (CTE) system needs many secure transmission methods. The order of compression 

and encryption is to be reversed in some situations. As the content owner is interested in protecting the privacy 

of the image data through encryption. Never the less, owner has no incentive to compress  her data. He will not use 

her limited computational resources to run a compression algorithm before encrypting the data. 

J.Zhou,X.Liu,and O.C.[1] discovered an image encryption using error clustering and random permutation. For Data 

compression purpose use the arithmetic coding and huffman coding approch.It is therefore the compression task 

can be defined by Charlie, who typically has  abundant computational resources. 

Johnson et.Al[2]-[6] discovered the stream cipher encrypted data image is compressible through the use of coding 

with data information principles, without compromising the information-theoretic security.Charlie is unable 

access to the secret key K, when we perform the compression operation on encrypted data. 

Tiziano and Bianchi [3]-[4] have explained various important issues are considered for the direct DFT, the radix-2, 

and the radix-4 efficient fast Fourier algorithms, including the error analysis and the maximum size of the sequence 
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that can be transformed. Also provide computational complexity analyses and comparisons. The results define the 

radix-4 FFT is good in an encrypted domain. 

Lazzeretti and Barni [5] explained different techniques for loss less and lossy compression 

of encrypted grayscale/color/binary images. Furthermore, Kumar and Makur define the prediction error using 

clustering and achieved better compression in image and multimedia coders that require unencrypted inputs. 

Zekeriya Erkin et.al [6] have explained the Recommender systems have become an efficient tool for of online 

services. Construct recommendations  services depends on privacysensitive data/private data gathered from the 

users. Existing data protection mechanisms depends  on access control and secure communication, which provide 

security only against third parties, but not the service provider. This  creates a serious privacy risk for the users. 

Mark Johnson, Vinod Prabhakaran et.al [7]-[8] represent issues related multimedia data over an insecure and 

bandwidth-constrained 

 
3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

 
 
In Existing system firstly in client, we implement the compression operation then we implement the encryption 

operation, and channel only forward the output of both process. In server side perform sequentially decryption and 

decompression operation.CTE system having some drawbacks, 

1) Existing ETC solutions induce significant penalty 

2) On the compression efficiency. 

3) More Prediction error. 

4) Lossy Image Compression. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we studied that encryption then compression system provide the efficient image, than compression then 

encryption .we also studied prediction error clustering which is used for encryption purpose and arithmetic coding 

used for compression purpose. These methods provide high level s ecurity and fast communication. 
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